EBSCO

EBSCO has a number of student databases. Use Ebsco Host for overall coverage. You can also use the other databases for more specific information such as history or literature. **Username:** cupertino  **Password:** pioneers

Gale

- **Gale Virtual Reference Library** – access to Gale Reference ebooks such as American Decades and Encyclopedia of World Biography  
- **Password:** pioneers

**JSTOR – 2 Different types of users – follow the directions that fit you!**

**YES!! I have accessed JSTOR at least once as a CHS student...Follow these directions**

1. For subsequent access, users may go directly to [www.jstor.org](http://www.jstor.org) and select “Login” at the top of the page to enter JSTOR with their username and password. They may access JSTOR via this account from any location.

**NO!! I have NEVER accessed JSTOR as a CHS student...Follow these directions**

1. Follow this URL: [http://www.jstor.org/token/4tQGvHwdPF59fWJwxP3U/cupertino.org](http://www.jstor.org/token/4tQGvHwdPF59fWJwxP3U/cupertino.org)  
   By following this link, you will not have to enter a school username or password.
2. You will be directed to the Login/Register for MyJSTOR page. Click on “Register” for MyJSTOR link to go the MyJSTOR Registration page.
3. Complete the required fields to register a unique username (use your student I.D. number) and a password. A unique email address is required, but the email address may be of any type (Gmail, Yahoo, etc.).
4. Click “Submit” to register your account. You will be directed to the new JSTOR main page, where you may use JSTOR as usual.
5. Do not share this information with anyone other than other CHS students.

**Noodlebib – online citation tool for Works Cited and Annotated Bibliographies**


To create a new account you must enter the school’s username and password to create your personal account. Use your student ID number as your user ID and your regular password to make things easier to remember. **Each year you will have to re-enter the school’s username and password** to confirm that you are still attending CHS.

**School Username:** cupertino  **Password:** pioneers